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Confirm Task Processor

The Confirm Task Processor is an individual component within the Confirm release package and is installed as a Windows service through its installer. It supports processing of the Agents that are available within the 'Scheduled Tasks' screen.

In this section
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Financial Interface XML Agent

Overview
This Agent is used to import authorisation on pending Orders from an external financial system. It can also be used to export the following to external financial systems in XML format:

- Pending Order details.
- Committed Order details.
- Committed Variation details.
- Committed Payment details.

Operation
On each scheduled run, the Agent processes all configured Financial XML Import and Export transformations in turn.

It first checks for any export transformations configured. If there are any new Committed Works Orders, Variation Orders or Payment Orders due to be exported these are exported to their appropriate export transformation.

Then a check is made to see if there are any files in any of the import folders configured in the import transformations, and if so imports each one in turn.

Export
When a Works Order, Variation Order or Payment Order is committed in Confirm this acts as a trigger that the details need to be exported. The Agent extracts the information and exports it to the relevant directory and file name specified in the export transformation.

Export transformations can have a stylesheet applied to regulate the information that is exported to that transformation.

Import
Only one type of import file is received via the agent and this is an authorisation file. Contract Orders requiring this authorisation will need to have their lookup configured accordingly (see the Configuration section of this agent for more details).

Once the Contract is setup to require authorisation any Orders that are committed against this Contract will be set to a 'pending' status and will require an authorisation file to be imported. When a valid import file is received for the Order it will then be set to a 'committed' status.

When the import file is received the Contract and the Order Number are checked. If the Order is in a 'pending' status and a ‘PO Number’ has been specified on the import file, the Order will be set to a 'committed' status.

If a ‘PO Number’ is not specified on the import file and the Order is at a ‘Committed’ status, the Order will be set back to a ‘pending’ status.
Specification
The Specification section for this agent provides more details on file format and structure.

Configuration

This section details how to configure the Financial Interface XML Agent.

1. Check that the Financial System Agent Module(1710) is enabled.
2. Ensure that the agent is scheduled as a Task in the Scheduled Tasks screen within the Confirm client.
3. If financial authorisation is to be imported via the agent ensure that the Contract(s) have been set to require authorisation. This is achieved via the Contract Interface tab on the Contract Lookup. Set the 'Financial Interface' field to 'Requires Authorisation'.
4. If financial authorisation is to be imported via the agent ensure that the Import Transformation is setup. To do this go to the Import Transformations Lookup and create a transformation that has a 'Process Type' of 'Financial XML Agent'.
5. Setup any Export Transformations required. To do this go to the Financial Interface Export Transformations lookup and set the transformation with any stylesheets that need applying.
6. Create the directory structure on the Confirm Task Processor server for imports and exports.
7. Ensure the Task Processor is configured and running